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Let R be the classical Radon transform that integrates a function over hyper- 
planes in R” and let SM be the transform that integrates a function over spheres 
containing the origin in R”. We prove continuity results for both transforms and 
explicitly give the null space of R for a class of square integrable functions on the 
exterior of a ball in R” as well as the null space of Sh4 for square integrable 
functions on a ball. We show SM: L’(R”) + L’(R”) is one-one, and we charac- 
terize the range of SM on classes of smooth functions and square integrable 
functions by certain moment conditions. If  g(x) is a Schwartz function on R” that 
is zero to infinite order at x = 0, we prove moment conditions sufftcient for g to be 
in the range of SM(Cm(R”)). We apply our results on SM to existence and 
uniqueness theorems for solutions to a characteristic initial value problem for the 
Darboux partial differential equation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
There is a rich literature on Radon transforms [6,8-10, 171, and these 
transforms have important applications in tomography [2, 12, 14, 22-241 
and partial differential equations [ 11, 131 as well as other areas [7]. In this 
article we investigate two such transforms: the classical Radon transform 
(2.1) that integrates a function in R" over hyperplanes and the spherical 
Radon transform (2.2) that integrates the function over spheres containing 
the origin. Our goal is threefold: first to calculate the null spaces of these 
transforms on certain classes of square integrable functions; second to find 
the ranges of the spherical transform on classes of smooth and square 
integrable functions; and third to apply our results. 
In Section 2 we prove continuity results for these transforms on classes of 
square integrable functions. This lays the foundation for the main theorems: 
calculation of their null spaces (Theorems 3.1 and 3.2). In Section 4 we 
prove range results for the spherical transform that are analagous to the 
range results for the classical Radon transform, and in Section 5 we discuss 
implications of our results. 
The classical and spherical transforms are formally related by inversion in 
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the unit sphere of R” (Lemma 4.4). The inversion map (x -+ x/lxl’) takes a 
hyperplane to a sphere containing the origin, and, because of this, there are 
corresponding results for each transform (e.g., Theorems 3.1 and 3.2). 
The exterior Radon transform on R” (the transform R restricted to hyper- 
planes not intersecting a ball) is of some theoretical interest in tomography 
[22. p. 425). It is well know that the exterior transform has a nontrivial null 
space. It was not known, however, whether the simple functions given in 
122,231 were the only functions in the null space. In 1977 the null space was 
given on R’ [IS]. Our Theorem 3.1 calculates the null space on R” for 
I1 > 2. 
The present work on the spherical transform is based on joint work with 
Allan Cormack 13). Rhee has also studied this transform on odd- 
dimensional Euclidean spaces [ 19 1, 
2. DEFINITIONS AND CONTINUITY RESULTS 
Let . denote the standard inner product on R”, 1 ( the induced norm, and 
let dx be Lebesgue measure on R”. Throughout the article a function will be 
called square integrable on R” if it is in L’(R”, r(x) dx), where T(X) is either 
1, (x/“-~, (xln-‘, or (x(‘~-~. The choice of r(x) will be clear from context 
and will depend on the theorem that is being discussed. 
Let S” ~’ be the unit sphere in R” and let w  E S”--’ and p E R. Let dcu 
and dp denote the standard measures on S”-’ and R. respectively, and let cu,, 
be the volume of S” - ’ in its measure. Then H(w, p) = (x E R” 1 x . w = p} is 
the (n - 1)dimensional hyperplane with normal vector o and directed 
distance p from the origin. Let dx, be the measure on H(w,p) induced from 
Lcbesgue measure on R”. Then for a continuous function of compact support 
SE C,(R”), and (0, p) E S”- ’ x R, the classical Radon transform of f is 
Rf(w P) = j,,, p, f(x) dx,. (2.1) 
Let yER” and S(y)=(xER”((x-y/2(=(y/2(} be the sphere 
containing the origin and with diameter y (S(0) = (O}). For fE C(R”) we 
define the spherical transform to be 
SMf(~)=l/w,,(’ f((~+l~l~)P)dw . ,y-’ 
(2.2) 
the mean value off over the sphere S(y). 
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For B c R” define 
BR={(~,p)ES”-‘xR(ff(w,p)cB} (2.3) 
Bs= (yER”)S(y)cB), (2.4) 
then BR represents the set of hyperplanes contained in B and BS represents 
the set of spheres through the origin that are contained in B. If B is the 
exterior of the unit sphere, then BR = { (w,p) ( Jp( > I} and BS = 0. 
In the proof of our theorems we shall need a few technicalities. A 
spherical harmonic on S”- ’ is the restriction to S”-’ of a harmonic 
polynomial on R”. Spherical harmonics are dense in L*(S”-‘, do), and we 
let Y&o), I= 0, l,..., m = 1, 2 ,..., N(I) be an orthonormal basis, where Y,, is 
homogeneous of degree I and N(I) is the number of spherical harmonics of 
degree 1 in a basis [21]. We let 1= (n - 2)/2 and let C:(t) denote the 
classical Gegenbauer polynomial of degree 1. These polynomials are 
orthogonal on [-1, 11 with weight (1 - t ’ A “* dr. For their other properties ) - 
see [5]. 
For B c R” we let L*(B) = L*(B, cix) and for E c S”-’ X R let f.*(E) = 
L*(E, do dp). 
Our first proposition establishes the continuity of our transforms. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let B be a measurable set in R”, n > 3. The map 
. R: L*(B, 1x1”-’ dx)-, L2(BR) (2.5) 
is continuous and 
Sit4: L*(B) + L*(B’) (2.6) 
is continuous. 
If B, BR, or BS is of measure zero, then the appropriate map (2.5) or (2.6) 
is the zero map. In their unpublished work, David Finch, Kennan Smith, and 
Don Solmon have an alternate method of proof for (2.5) that shows 
continuity for some other spaces of functions as well. 
Proof of Proposition 2.1. We first prove (2.5); we assume B = R” 
(without loss of generality) and show that 
II&- II ;‘(S”-LXR) < 4w,-1(lf11~2(Rn,,*,“-1dx) (2.7) 
for 
(2.8) 
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where f, E C,(R), f,(-r) = (-I)‘fi( >, r and I’,,,, is an element of the chosen 
basis of spherical harmonics. The case of arbitrary fE L*(R”. Ix\“- d,~) 
follows by orthogonality of the I’,,. 
First we recall [ 13, Lemma 5.21 which states for f as in (2.8) 
w-(WP) = (R,h(P)) Ydw)r 
where (2.9) 
Using (2.9) and a change of variables we see that for f as in (2.8) 
x (1 - (u/z$).~ I.‘* du ’ dL?. (2.10) 
We know [ 25, Theorem 7.33.1) that 
Using this, Hardy’s inequality [ 20, p. 72 1: 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
and finally a change of variables we prove (2.7) from (2.10). 
To prove (2.6) we use [ 3, Theorem 1, Eq. (3)] namely, if f is given by 
(2.8), J =pto. p > 0, then 
X j: C;lWPtf,(r) rne2 (1 - (r/p)‘)-‘-“‘dr Y,,(w) 
(2.13) 
and mimic the proof we have given above using (2.11) and (2.12). 
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3. NULL SPACES FOR THE CLASSICAL AND 
SPHERICAL RADON TRANSFORMS 
In this section we calculate the null spaces for the classical and spherical 
Radon transforms. Our proofs are based on the relation of these transforms 
to the classical Radon dual transform (3.1, 3.4, 3.5) and theorems of Ludwig 
[ 131 characterizing the null space of the dual transform. 
The proofs of these theorems can be used to calculate the null spaces of R 
and SM for many more domains of functions and distributions. The proofs 
can be mimicked in any case in which [ 13, Theorem 5.21 (quoted below) and 
Lemma 3.3 can be applied. 
THEOREM 3.1. (a) Let B be the exterior of a disc centered at the origin 
in R” n> 3. Then the null space of R:L’(B, lx/“-’ dx)+L2(BR) is the 
closure of the span of functions of the form f(x) = (XI-“-~ Y,(x/lxl), where 
0 < k < 1, I- k is even, and Y, is a homogeneous spherical harmonic of 
degree 1. 
(b) The map R: L’(R”, 1x1”-’ dx)+ L’(S”-’ x R) is one-one. 
A compact convex set A c R” is the intersection of all closed discs 
containing A. Therefore, if B = R” -A, one can characterize the null space 
of R:L2(B, Ixln-’ dx)+L2(BR) using Theorem 3.1(a) for the exterior of 
each disc containing A. Because the coordinates )x ) and x/j x ( in the theorem 
depend on the center of the disc, this characterization is fairly complicated in 
general. 
In R2 the null space of the exterior Radon transform R: L2(B, Jx12 dx) --) 
L2(BR, I l/pi dw dp) is essentially as given in (a). This can be proven using 
the techniques in the proof of Theorem 3.1. Using a different method Perry 
[ 151 calculated the null space for the exterior Radon transform on different 
sets of functions in R2. Louis solved a related problem in [ 121 when he 
calculated the null space for the finite Radon transform. 
THEOREM 3.2. (a) Let A be a disc centered at the origin in R”. Then 
the null space of SM: L’(A) --) L’(A) is the closure of the span of functions of 
the form f(x) = 1x1 - ’ n+k Y,(x/lxl), where (n - 4)/2 < k < 1, l- k is even, 
and Y, is a homogeneous spherical harmonic of degree 1. 
(b) The map SM: L’(R”)+ L2(R”) is one-one. 
In [3, Ex. 1] we showed that the functions in Theorem 3.2 are in the null 
space of the spherical transform. 
We now give the preliminary material for the proofs of our theorems. 
Let k E C(S”-’ x R) and x E R”; then the classical Radon dual transform 
of k is 
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R’/?(x) = J k(o, x . 0) do. (3.1) 
S” -I 
Let Y, be a nonzero homogeneous spherical harmonic of degree 1. For 
g E L’(R) we define RF( g) by the equation 
@,%)0-j Y,(@ = R *( g(p) Y,(~)PO 
BY ]13, Eq. (5.3)], valid for g E L*(R), this map is well defined. 
The following result of Ludwig is the key to our theorems. 
(3.2) 
THEOREM 5.2 [13]. R,* maps g’(R) confinuously into G’(R), Y”(R) 
continuously into Y’(R), and the null space of Rf consists of all polynomials 
of degree less than I plus odd functions if 1 is even, and even functions tf 1 is 
odd. If R F g vanishes for ( r I< r, , then g(p) + (- 1)’ g(-p) is a polynomial of 
degree less than 1 for ) p I< r, . 
The spaces Q’(R) and Ly’(R) are dual to C?(R) and the Schwartz space, 
respectively. 
Define the maps 
h: L*(R”, (xl”-’ dx)+ L*(S”-’ x R), hfh P) =f (w/p) I PI -n 
j: L*(S”-’ x R) -+ .Y’(R”), jg(x) = 2d.~/l~~l, l/l”~/m 
J:S”-‘x(R-O)+R”-0, J(w, P) = W/P (3.3) 
q: L’(R”) + Y’(S”-’ x R), sf(w,P)=f(Pw)IPl”-2 
Q: S- x R -+ R”. Q(QA P) = PQJ. 
The maps h, j, and q are linear and continuous; h and q are one-one and j is 
one-one on even functions in (0, p). Our next lemma gives a relationship 
between R, SM, and R *. 
LEMMA 3.3. For f E L*(R”) 
jRf = R*hf for f E L’(R”, 1x1”-’ dx) (3.4 
and 
w,(l y(/2)“-* SMf = R*qf. (3.5 ) 
Identity (3.5) is proven in [3] and both are proven by writing the integrals 
in spherical coordinates (see proof of Lemma 4.4). 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let n 2 3. Let B be the exterior of a disc of radius 
l/r, (r, > 0) centered at the origin and let f be in the null space of 
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R: L*(B, Ix]“-’ dx)+LZ(BR). Extend f to be in L*(R”, Ix/“-’ dx) by 
making f zero on R” -B. By (2.9) we can assume 
f(P) =a P> Yh(~)~ where fib-4 = (- 1 )‘.W). 
Let A be the disc J(BR). Using (3.4) we have 
(3.6) 
jRf ( Y) = R *hf( Y) = 0 
Assuming (3.6) we see that 
for almost all y E A. 
0 = R:Kn(ll~) I PI -“I for jr]<<,. (3.7) 
Using [ 13, Theorem 5.21, Eq. (3.7), and Proposition 2.1 one proves part (a). 
Part (b) is proven in the same way as (a) except now r, = co. Therefore, for 
all x, f must be as given in Theorem 3.1(a). The only function 
fE L*(R”, (xl”-’ dx) satisfying this requirement is f = 0. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let f be in the null space of SM: L*(A) + L*(A); 
extend f to L*(R”) by making f zero on R” -A. By (2.13) we can assume 
(3.6). Then, using (3.5), [ 13, Theorem 5.21 on qJ restricted to Q-‘(A), and 
Proposition 2.1 one finishes the proof as in Theorem 3.1. 
4. RANGE RESTRICTIONS FOR THE SPHERICAL TRANSFORM 
In this section we prove moment conditions (4.1) that describe the ranges 
of the spherical transform for classes of smooth as well as square integrable 
functions. Our proofs are based on the relationship of the spherical transform 
to the classical Radon transform (Lemma 4.4) as well as range results for 
that transform [9, 11, 13, 231. Moreover, for every theorem about the 
classical Radon transform, one can prove a corresponding theorem about the 
spherical transform and vice versa using Lemma 4.4. 
Wesayf:R”-tCisP(lxl”O)atx=OifforallIEn\l,f=F((x(‘)atx=O. 
The theorems of this section are extensions of the work in (31 in which we 
inverted SM on domain C”(R “) and proved conditions similar to (4.1) that 
are necessary for a function to be in SMY(R”). 
The main theorems of this section illustrate the proposition that, for 
appropriate functions, behavior of SMf near the origin is similar to behavior 
off near the origin. In Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 both the function g in the range 
of SM and its pre image f are fl(]xj”) at x = 0. In fact, using [3, Formula 
(4)) one can prove that if f E Cm(R”), then SMf = e(]xl”) at x = 0 if and 
only if f=/“(lxl”) at x=0 [18]. 
We now state our theorems; the proofs will be given at the end of the 
section. 
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THEOREM 4.1. Let Y,(R”)= (JR”+C(mfEY(R”)}, where mf(x)= 
(2”~‘/co,) 1 x 12-2”f(X/I x I’). Let Y?(R”) = (g: R” + Cl Iplhg E 
.I (Sn-’ x R)}. Then SM maps .i;(R”) injectively onto the subset of 
functions g E /,(R”) satisfying the moment conditions 
Pj(O)=( g(Po~)IPl”-“P-j@* j = 0. 1. 2 . . . . . (4. I) 
is a polynomial in w  homogeneous of degree j. (Iff E i,(R”) U ?,(R”), then 
f E C”(R”) and f = F(\xl”) at x = 0). 
The map h is defined in (3.3). Theorem 4.2 gives conditions under which an 
element of a more natural class of functions is in the range of SM. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let .3&R”)= (fE2 (R”) If(x)=P(ixl") at x=0}. 
Let g E .9JR”) sati@ (4.1); then g = SMffor some f E P(R”). If n is odd. 
then f E .Ph(R”); tfn is even, then f = P(lxl”) at x = 0 and f = P(lx('- "') 
at co. 
If f E ?i,(R”) is nonzero and nonnegative, then. although SMf converges 
to zero as X-+cO, it is not rapidly decreasing. Therefore 
SM.Y;(R”) ak .Y;(R”). 
The final theorem of this section is based on a theorem of Smith et al. 
1231 on the L’ range of the Radon transform. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let g be a function on R”. Then g = SMf for some .f 
satisfying f(x) = 0 for 1x1 < 1 and f E L’(R”. I-xl’“- d-x) if and only if: 
(i) g E L’(R”, IxI’~~ d.x) and g(x) is zero for 1x1 < 1. 
(ii) pj(w) given by’ (4.1) is a polynomial homogeneous of degree j and 
there is a C E R such that for all j / pj({)l < C I<? for all r E R”. 
(iii) xTZ0 (i-jpj(Q/j!) E C” (R”) n L’(R”). 
The key lemma we use to establish these theorems is 
LEMMA 4.4. Let f E C(R”) and x E R” - 0, then 
SMf(x) = (l/l~l)“~~’ R(mf)(x/(x/, 1/1x1). (4.2) 
The operator m is defined in Theorem 4.1. To prove the lemma one writes 
each integral in (4.2) using spherical coordinates (r, 6, r) + r((sin 8)r + 
(cosB)w)ER” (w=x/JxI, YES”-‘, 5. w=O, BE [O,rr], r>O) and shows 
the integrals are equal under inversion in the unit sphere (x+ x/lxl’). The 
method of proof is successful in part because, under the inversion map, the 
409,90:2 10 
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sphere S(rw) is mapped to the hyperplane H(w, l/r). The details are left to 
the reader. 
We also need the following technical lemma to prove our theorems: 
LEMMA 4.5. (i) if k E P(S’-’ x R) and k = @( pm) at p = 0, then 
any derivative of k with respect to p is 0( p”) at p = 0. 
(ii) Letf E P(R ” - 0); then f is rapidly decreasing at (;o along with 
its derivatives if and only if g(x) =f(x/lxl*) E P(R”) and is @([xl”) al 
x = 0. 
(iii) If g E YO(R”), then 
k(w,p)=(lllpl”-‘)g(o/p)=Iplhg (4.3) 
is in .Y‘(S”-’ x R) and is P( p”) at p = 0 (k E Y’,(S”-’ X R)). 
(iv) If g: R” + C and k(w,p) given by (4.3) is in .Y(S”-’ X R), then 
g E Cm(R”) and g = &ylxl”) at x= 0. 
The map h is defined in (3.3). 
ProoJ: We prove one implication of (ii); the other parts of the theorem 
are proven using similar arguments. We assume g E C”O(R”) and 
g=Cg(lxl”O) at x=0. A n argument using the finite Taylor series of g at 
x = 0 shows for each 1 that 
g(x) = I4 &(X>l where g, E C”O(R”); 
therefore, any derivative of g is @(I xl”) at x = 0. If f(x) = g(x/l xl’) the 
chain and product rules are used to show 
Gf(x) is a finite sum of terms of the form 
polynomial in x 
l-4’ [C )I g L? (Xh12)~ 
(4.4) 
where a and p are multi-indices. Because (a”‘/ax’)g=b(JxJ”) at x = 0, 
using (4.4), we see that each derivative off is rapidly decreasing at 00. This 
proves the implication. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. It is straightforward to prove that g(x) satisfies 
(4.1) if and only if k given by (4.3) satisfies the moment conditions for the 
classical Radon transform. By Lemma 4.4 the statement g = SMf is 
equivalent to k = Rf2 ( fi = mf ). Therefore the inversion formula and range 
characterization for the classical Radon transform prove the main assertion 
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of Theorem 4.1 [9, 11, 131. The final, parenthetical, assertion is proven using 
Lemma 4.5(ii) and (iv). 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Let g E YO(R”) and satisfy (4.1 j. Using Lemma 
4S(iii) we see g E P*(R”) and so, by Theorem 4.1 g = SMf for some 
j-E .Y;(R”) c C”(R”). w  e now check that f has the prescribed growth at 0 
and co. Because mf E Y’(R”), f = 8(1xlm) at x = 0. Assume n is odd and let 
k(w,p) be given by Eq. (4.5). By Lemma 4S(iii) and (i) k E S‘;Cb(S”-’ x R) 
and (a”-‘/a@-‘)k= F(p”) at p = 0, therefore R*((a”-‘lap”-‘)k) = 
P(lx\“) at .Y = 0. But by the inversion formula for the classical Radon 
transform [9, 11, 131 mf = CR*((LY’/L$J”-‘)~) for some C E R. This shows 
rnfE .?,(R”) and by Lemma 4.5(ii) f E .Y;(R”). If n is even, then, because 
mf is bounded at zero, f(x) = [XI’-“’ (o,/2n-‘)(mf )(x/lxi’) =F(Isy(‘-“‘) 
at co. 
Proof of Theorem 4.3. The proof of Theorem 4.3 is similar to that of 
Theorem 4.1. We show the equivalence of this theorem for g = SMf and [ 23. 
Theorem 15.11 for k = Rf,, where fi = mf and k is given by (4.3). The 
details are left to the reader. 
5. DISCUSSION 
We first discuss an application of Theorem 3.1 to a theoretical problem 
related to tomography. In tomography there are practical cases in which one 
wants to recover the image of only part of an object-the part outside of a 
hole-from integrals over hyperplanes not intersecting the hole. This can 
happen if something in the hole is moving rapidly relative to the time in 
which the data are being taken (e.g., movement of the heart in a chest 
tomogramj [22, p. 4251. Also, it might be unnecessary or medically unwise 
to get pictures of the hole. This case on R2 comes up in X-ray tomography 
and on R3 in nuclear magnetic resonance [ 14). Helgason [9] has proved that 
if the density function f E C”O(R”) is rapidly decreasing at co, then f is 
recoverable outside a convex hole from integrals over hyperplanes not inter- 
secting that hole (see also [2, 11, 131). Solmon has generalized this result to 
integrable functions of compact support [24] and Hertle has proven it for 
rapidly decreasing measures [ 10 1. 
Although there are cases when one can recover the functions from 
integrals over hyperplanes not intersecting the hole, Theorem 3.1 gives a 
characterization of the null space of the exterior Radon transform ([ 15 1 in 
R’). Therefore, any reconstruction technique for recovering f from integrals 
over hyperplanes outside a disc must consider the existence and nature of 
this null space. 
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We now apply our results on SM to the field of partial differential 




(n-1)3 -y$-dx u=o, 
r ) 
where A, is the Laplacian in R” (u(x, r) E C”O(R” x R)). It is well known 
[4] that if u(x, r) solves (5.1) and the initial data u(x, 0) =f(x), then u(x, r) 
is the mean value off over the sphere of radius ( r 1 centered at x. This shows 
that 
u(x, 1x1) = SMf(2x). (5.2) 
Equation (5.1) and similar equations have been studied by Weinstein [26] 
and others [ 1,4], including Poisson [16]. In the more general cases the 
solution u(x, r) is also related to the spherical means of the initial data. 
Our results on the spherical transform together with (5.2) help clarify the 
problem of determining a solution to (5.1) by data on a characteristic cone, 
that is, 
Eq. (5. I), U(X, r) = g(x -x0) if (x-x01 = irl, (5.3) 
where g is a given function on R”, x,, E R”. Moreover, for each set B in the 
range of SM(C*(R”)) Eq. (5.2) implies that if g E B, there is a solution to 
(5.3). If SM is one-one on domain A c C*(R”), then for each g E SM(A) 
there is a unique solution u (such that U(X, 0) E A) to (5.3). 
For example, using Theorem 4.2, we prove 
THEOREM 5.1. If g E 9i(R”) and satisfies (4. I), then there is a unique 
solution u(x,~)EC~(R”XR) to (5.3). Furthermore u(x, r) = 
p((lx-x,1 + lrl)“) at (x0, 0). 
From Theorem 3.2(b) we prove 
THEOREM 5.2. If g E SM(L2(R”)n C’(R”)). then there is a unique 
solution to (5.3) u E C’(R” x R), u(x, 0) E L’(R”). 
Because SM is one-one on C”(R”), if gE SM(P(R”)), then there is a 
unique solution to (5.3). The functions given in Theorem 3.2(a), however, 
imply for any k E N (k > 2) that solutions to (5.3) are not unique under the 
restriction u E C’(R”) (see also [3; Ex. 11). 
Results like Theorems 3.2, 4.1-4.3 are useful and interesting, in part, 
because of the implications they have for existence and uniqueness of 
solutions to (5.3). We hope that similar Radon transforms can be used to 
answer related questions for general Darboux equations as well as for other 
partial differential equations. 
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These results generalize our work with Allan Cormack on the Darboux 
equation [ 31. 
Note added in prooJ B. Weiss 1271 proves a theorem that gives the null space of the 
classical Radon transform on domain L’(B) where B is the exterior of a ball in R”. Although 
his theorem is similar to our Theorem 3.la, it does not include the parity condition I- k is 
ec>en. Using ]5, Eq. 10.9.1 I ] it can be shown that the parity condition is necessary. The error 
in ] 27 ] occurs by ignoring this parity. 
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